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Evolution of sensing solutions
By G Bryant, Countapulse Controls

Sensing solutions have evolved significantly over the past three decades, moving from being quite rudimentary to the sophisticated laser 

technology of the 21st century. This, in turn, has opened up a spectrum of new applications.

The first sensors to emerge onto the market were incandescent 
photo-electric. These sensors were very basic and made use 
of visible light from an incandescent source. Many leading 

manufacturers designed their own incandescent light sources using a 
specialised filament globe. Taking this route allowed them to control 
the visible light sources that much better and create a beam with a far 
more concentrated source. This facilitated better detection of smaller 
objects in a sensing application. 

Although this technology was very successful in enabling more 
accurate sensing, the use of an incandescent light source created 
certain reliability issues. In particular, it was difficult to detect very 
small particles, as well as interference from stray light sources, which 
impacted on accuracies and reliability during sensing.

While this remained a reasonably reliable sensing option, Leuze, 
Germany-based manufacturer of optoelectronic sensors — forged 
ahead of the market through R&D and later introduced the masked 
incandescent light source as a solution to the problems associated 
with the standard incandescent light source. While this solved certain 
problems, it was not a one-size-fits-all remedy and incandescent light 
sources were ultimately completely phased out.

The next evolution in sensing was heralded by the introduction 
of infrared light sources. These typically allowed the sensor manu-
facturers better control of the source — focusing pinpoint beams to 
achieve accurate and faster sensing.

This took sensing to the next level and opened the way for new 
applications that were just not possible prior to this breakthrough.

The next generation of sensors evolved out of this technology, 
in the form of modulated infrared light sources, where light was 
pulsed and the receiver tuned to react only to the same frequency 
as the source. This meant that sensors were far less susceptible to 
interference from outside sources and allowed photo cells to be used 

in close proximity to one another with ‘cross-talk’ to achieve multi-
function control.

Over the next several years, infrared technology was further 
developed and began to be harnessed not only for sensing, but also 
for distance measurement and data transmission.

Further innovations

Representing this innovation, Leuze DDLS 200 data transmission 
photo-electric sensors are installed at a high bay warehouse at Sa-
linen Austria AG, Austria’s largest producer of salt. Data is exchanged 
between the high bay storage devices, the side tracking skates and 
the control via these data transmission photoelectric sensors. The 
sensors permit contact and wear-free optical communication without 
interference at a transmission rate of up to 2 Mbits/s over distances 
of up to 500 metres.

The devices used in this application are designed for aisle lengths 
of up to 120 metres. Each consists of a pair of two transmitter and 
two receiver units, which transmit and receive data on different fre-
quencies via a pulsed, invisible infrared laser beam. The laser beam 
of the transmitter is precisely tuned to the frequency of the opposing 
receiver. This enables bi-directional communication and prevents 
mutual interference or reflections. An added benefit is the patented 
Single Hand Adjustment (SHA) process for one man adjustment 
which allows a single person to align the data light beam precisely.

Laser technology

The next sensor evolution milestone was laser technology. Infrared 
light sources had made photo-electric sensors capable of performing 
many tasks which were previously impossible. 

The Rotoscan RS4 safety light scanner. Leuze 46B Series retro-reflective photoelectric 
sensor.

Leuze DDLS 200 data transmission photoelectric 
sensor.
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However there were still drawbacks and limitations. Fortunately, 
most of these challenges were solved with the introduction of laser 
technology. Harnessing this emerging technology, Leuze applied its 
distance measurement experience in areas such as contactless area 
scanning and object detection. This, in turn, led to dimension scan-
ning capabilities. 

Laser technology vastly broadened the scope of all handling ap-
plications, to include sensing of particles, etc. and enabling sizing, 
position control and safety applications, both with safety curtains 
and, for example, for transfer car applications, where danger areas 
are scanned and controlled. 

At this point sensing started to become very sophisticated, al-
lowing exact parameters and safety fields to be pre-determined and 
defined in sensing applications.

For example, the need for precision and reliability under exact-
ing conditions is a common requirement in engineering projects. 
In response, the latest laser distance sensors are able to provide a 
visible display which allows the real time measurement of values on 
the spot from multiple devices.

Electronic laser distance scanners are also proving their worth in 
applications such as driverless transportation systems, where laser 
distance measuring technology is used for 3D contour measurement. 
This applies both to the spatial plane used for navigation — the 
warehouse ceiling — as well as to the cost effectiveness achieved 
through lower installation costs, since this technology dispenses with 
the need for additional navigation aids to be installed on the floor, 
walls or system parts. 

Laser distance measuring

Leuze’s AMS (Absolute Measuring System) technology has emerged 
as the ideal method for measuring the position of moving plant and 
machine parts to a previously unattainable accuracy. The sensor 
featured in the new Leuze AMS 200 laser distance measuring devices 
has set new standards in accuracy, data transparency, handling and 
design. Optical distance measurement is based on the light propa-
gation principle, using red light laser as a tried-and-tested method 
for permanent position sensing of moving plant and machine parts. 
This concept has proved itself in applications such as rack handling 
systems, portal crane gantries, travelling trolleys and transfer bridges. 

The technology allows for measured positions to be reproduced 
with millimetric accuracy up to a range of 200 metres. This state-of-

the-art laser technology, produced by high-tech manufacturing proc-
esses, ensures extreme accuracy of about 3 mm over a measuring 
distance of 200 metres. Processed by means of software, the distance 
data received in the distance measurement device is available as 
speed information, on the basis of which speed monitoring can also 
be conducted. The ASM 200 sensor offers both simple operation and 
maximum ease of installation. The reduced tolerances of the devices 
in relation to one another allow for simpler replacement and eliminate 
the need for 'teach-in' of positions in installations of similar precision.

The functionality and design are also innovative. By combining 
laser technology with the most modern signal processors, the user 
receives an image of the actual values which can be used without 
limiting positioning in position control circuits. Interfaces for Profibus 
DP and SSI are available and, as with the standardised M12 connec-
tion technology, these are accessible from the front. An operating 
display, also on the front of the sensor, offers 100% transparency 
when it comes to current measuring values, set parameters or warn-
ing messages. 

Operation takes place by means of four buttons and an integrated 
alignment unit — which enables easier positioning and adjustment 
of the laser — is an integral part of the sensor, allowing for simpler 
access and greater setting convenience.

Conclusion

Over the past few decades photo-electric sensors have evolved from 
being simple devices capable for sensing the presence of an object, 
to highly sophisticated devices using laser sources and capable of not 
only sensing distance to a detected object with remarkable accuracy, 
but are also able to communicate onto a high speed network. Sensor 
development continues and is driven by a commitment to research 
and development driven by leading sensor manufacturers.
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